Midterm Review

September 18, 2006

ComS 207: Programming I (in Java)
Iowa State University, FALL 2006
Instructor: Alexander Stoytchev

Midterm Format (Spring’06)

• True/False (10 x 1p each = 10p)
• Short answer (5 x 2p each = 10p)
• Code Snippets (5 x 2p each = 10p)
• Fixing Bugs (15p)
• Other Stuff (10 x 2p each = 20p)
• Program 1 (15p)
• Program 2 (15p)
• Program 3 (15p)
• Program 4 (20p)
• TOTAL (130p)

Midterm Format

• You don’t need to get all 130 points to get an A
• 100 is a 100
• You must get at least 65 points in order to pass this exam

Questions?

THE END